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Abstract. We consider the scheme of indeﬁnite constraint databases
proposed by Koubarakis. This scheme can be used to represent indefinite information arising in temporal, spatial and truly spatiotemporal
applications. The main technical problem that we address in this paper is
the discovery of tractable classes of databases and queries in this scheme.
We start with the assumption that we have a class of constraints C with
satisﬁability and variable elimination problems that can be solved in
PTIME. Under this assumption, we show that there are several general
classes of databases and queries for which query evaluation can be done
with PTIME data complexity. We then search for tractable instances
of C in the area of temporal and spatial constraints. Classes of constraints with tractable satisﬁability problems can be easily found in the
literature. The largest class that we consider is the class of Horn disjunctive linear constraints over the rationals. Because variable elimination
for Horn disjunctive linear constraints cannot be done in PTIME, we try
to discover subclasses with tractable variable elimination problems. The
class of UTVPI= constraints is the largest class that we show to have
this property. Finally, we restate the initial general results with C ranging
over the newly discovered tractable classes. Tractable query answering
problems for indeﬁnite temporal and spatial constraint databases are
identiﬁed in this way.
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Introduction

Linear constraints have recently been used by constraint database researchers to represent temporal, spatial and spatiotemporal information [22,13,14,37,24,31,4,12,33]. The information represented by linear constraints can be of type absolute (e.g., the explosion occured at 3:30 a.m. yesterday), relative (e.g., point A is north of point B), indeﬁnite or indeterminate
(e.g., the course lasted between 1 and 2 hours), and combination of these types
(e.g., point A is north or west of point B).
Query evaluation in the presence of indeﬁnite information is a hard problem even in the case of relational databases [47,1,11]. This tells us that the
situation will probably be much worse for the case of indeﬁnite information in
spatiotemporal databases. This remark can be contrasted with reality: indeﬁnite
information is crucial for some applications of spatiotemporal databases e.g., Geographic Information Systems [34] or image and video database systems [42]. It
is therefore important to determine whether there exist interesting cases where
query evaluation in indeﬁnite spatiotemporal databases can be done in PTIME.
In this paper we consider the scheme of indeﬁnite constraint databases proposed by Koubarakis [25,26,31]. This scheme can be used to represent indeﬁnite
information arising in temporal, spatial and truly spatiotemporal applications
(e.g., moving objects [40,16]). The main technical problem that we address is
the discovery of tractable classes of databases and queries in this scheme. Our
results are original and can be summarized as follows:
1. We start with the assumption that we have a class of constraints C with satisﬁability and variable elimination problems that can be solved in PTIME.
Under this assumption, we demonstrate several general classes of databases
and queries for which query evaluation can be done with PTIME data complexity.
2. We then try to ﬁnd useful instances of C from the area of temporal and spatial
constraints. Classes with tractable satisﬁability problems can be easily found
in the literature. The largest class that we consider is the class of Horn
disjunctive linear constraints over the rationals1 [21,29]. A Horn disjunctive
linear constraint is a disjunction of weak linear inequalities (e.g., x1 + x2 +
3x3 ≤ 4) and linear disequations (e.g., x1 − 4x4 + 5x3 = 6) such that the
number of inequalities does not exceed one.
Because variable elimination for Horn disjunctive linear constraints cannot
be done in PTIME [29], we try to discover subclasses with tractable variable
elimination problems. The class of UTVPI= constraints is the largest class
that we show to have this property. A UTVPI constraint is a linear constraint
±x1 ≤ c or ±x1 ± x2 ≤ c where x1 , x2 are variables and c is a rational
number. The class of UTVPI= constraints also includes disequations of the
form ±x1 = c or ±x1 ± x2 = c.
1

All the results of this paper still hold if our constraints are taken over the set of
real numbers.
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Our results on UTVPI= constraints are original and extend the results
of [28,30]. In the full paper we also provide eﬃcient algorithms for consistency checking and global consistency enforcement for UTVPI and UTVPI=
constraints.
3. Finally, we restate the results of Item 1 with C ranging over the newly discovered tractable classes. Tractable query answering problems for indeﬁnite
temporal and spatial constraint databases are identiﬁed in this way. Two of
them are signiﬁcant extensions of tractable problems identiﬁed previously
by [5,43] while all others are new.
Our results will be of interest to spatiotemporal database researchers, constraint database researchers but also people working on traditional constraint
satisfaction problems. The methodology of this paper has also been applied to
the problem of querying temporal constraint networks in [32].
The paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews the scheme of
indeﬁnite constraint databases and a method for query evaluation. In Section C
we identify tractable cases of query evaluation. Section D presents subclasses of
linear constraints with a satisﬁability problem and a variable elimination problem
that can be solved in PTIME. Section E uses the results of Sections C and D to
identify tractable query answering problems in temporal and spatial domains.
This section also discusses some questions left open by our analysis. All proofs
are omitted and can be found in the full version of the paper.

B

The Scheme of Indefinite Constraint Databases

In this section we present the scheme of indeﬁnite L-constraint databases [31]
where L is a many-sorted ﬁrst order constraint language and ML is its intended L-structure (i.e., the structure that gives the intended interpretation of
the symbols of L). In this paper we only use the following ﬁrst-order constraint
languages: the language of linear inequalities LLIN and the language of polynomial inequalities LP OLY . A polynomial inequality is an expression of the form
k
n
m
ai Πj=1
xj j ∼ 0 where the ai ’s are integer coeﬃcients, the xj ’s are variΣi=1
ables ranging over the rational numbers, the kj ’s are natural numbers and ∼
n
ai xi ∼ c where
is < or =. A linear inequality is an expression of the form Σi=1
the ai ’s are integer coeﬃcients, the xi ’s are variables ranging over the rational
numbers, ∼ is < or = and c is an integer. The language LP OLY (and its sublanguage LLIN ) will be interpreted over the set of rational numbers Q with the
obvious denotations for their symbols.
In a constraint database model with constraint language L, we usually distinguish a class of formulas of L and call it the class of L-constraints. In the
examples of this section linear inequalities and polynomial inequalities form the
classes of LLIN -constraints and LP OLY -constraints respectively. Section D considers more speciﬁc classes of LLIN -constraints. In this paper we only consider
L-constraint classes that admit variable elimination and are weakly closed under
negation (i.e., the negation of every L-constraint is equivalent to a disjunction of
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L-constraints). Many interesting constraint classes have this property (e.g., the
class of polynomial or linear inequalities).
For each sort s ∈ sorts(L), let Us be a countably
 inﬁnite set of attributes
of sort s. The set of all attributes, denoted by U, is s∈sorts(L) Us . The sort of
attribute A will be denoted by sort(A). With each A ∈ U we associate a set of
values dom(A) = dom(s, ML ) called the domain of A.2 A relation scheme R is
a ﬁnite subset of U (R will be called the name of the scheme).
For every s ∈ sorts(L), we assume the existence of two disjoint counts
of
ably inﬁnite sets of variables: the set of u-variables U
V ARL and the set
s
s
and
e-variables EV ARL . Let U V ARL and EV ARL denote s∈sorts(L) U V ARL

s
s∈sorts(L) EV ARL respectively. The intersection of the sets U V ARL and
EV ARL with the domains of attributes is empty.
U-variables are like the variables in the constraint database scheme of [23].
E-variables are exactly like the marked nulls of [19]. U-variables will be denoted
by letters of the English alphabet, usually x, y, z, t, possibly subscripted. Evariables will be denoted by letters of the Greek alphabet, usually ω, λ, ζ, ν,
possibly subscripted.
Definition 1. Let R be a relation scheme. An indeﬁnite L-constraint tuple t
over scheme R is a mapping from R ∪ {CON } to U V ARL ∪ W F F (L)3 such
sort(A)
that (i) t(A) ∈ U V ARL
for each A ∈ R, (ii) t(Ai ) is diﬀerent than t(Aj )
for all distinct Ai , Aj ∈ R, (iii) t(CON ) is a conjunction of L-constraints and
(iv) the free variables of t(CON ) are included in {t(A) : A ∈ R} ∪ EV ARL .
t(CON ) is called the local condition of the tuple t while t(R) is called the proper
part of t.
Definition 2. Let R be a relation scheme. An indeﬁnite L-constraint relation
over scheme R is a ﬁnite set of indeﬁnite L-constraint tuples over R.
Definition 3. An L-constraint rule is an expression of the form
R0 (t01 , . . . , t0k0 ) ← R1 (t11 , . . . , t1k1 ), . . . , Rn (tn1 , . . . , tnkn ), c1 , . . . , cm
where R0 , R1 , . . . , Rn are relation scheme names, c1 , . . . , cm are L-constraints
and each tij is a term of L (i.e., a variable, a constant or a function term). An
L-constraint rule of the above form is recursive iﬀ R0 is one of R1 , . . . , Rn . For
the purposes of this paper L-constraint rules are assumed to be non-recursive.4
 is a sequence (R1 , . . . , Rn ) where each Ri
Definition 4. A database scheme R
is a relation scheme.
2
3
4

If s is a sort and M is a structure then dom(s, M) denotes the domain of s in
structure M.
W F F (L) denotes the set of quantiﬁer-free well-formed formulas of L.
Let us notice that the indeﬁnite constraint database scheme of [31] does not contain
L-constraint rules. The introduction of rules in the present paper is done simply for
convenience so that new relations can be deﬁned from existing ones. Since rules are
assumed to be non-recursive, no expressive power with respect to querying is added
to the scheme.
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Definition 5. An indeﬁnite L-constraint database DB over scheme
 = (R1 , . . . , Rn ) is a triple (
R
r , RS, CS) where r = (r1 , . . . , rn ) is a sequence
of indeﬁnite L-constraint relations (the scheme of ri is Ri ), RS is a set of Lconstraint rules and CS is a conjunction of L-constraints over EV ARL . r is
called the relational part of DB, RS is called the rule set and CS is called the
constraint store.
The above deﬁnitions extend the constraint database scheme of Kanellakis,
Kuper and Revesz [22] by introducing an additional kind of variables called evariables. E-variables have the semantics of marked nulls of [19]. As in [11], the
possible values of the e-variables can be constrained by a constraint store. The
semantics of our scheme are the usual closed-world semantics discussed in [11].
The interested reader can consult [25,31] for details.
The following example from [31] shows the power of the scheme for the representation of temporal information.
Example 1. Let us consider a planning database used by a medical laboratory for
keeping track of patient appointments for the year 1996. The set of rationals Q
will be our time line. The year 1996 is assumed to start at time 0 and every
interval [i, i + 1) represents a day (for i ∈ Z and i ≥ 0). Time intervals will be
represented by their endpoints. They will always be assumed to be of the form
[B, E) where B and E are the endpoints.
The following is an indeﬁnite LLIN -constraint database for this application
domain.5 The implicit constraint language is the union of two simpler languages:
the ﬁrst order language of linear constraints (for temporal data), and a ﬁrst order
language with equality and an inﬁnite number of constants (for administrative
data).
APPOINTMENT
PATIENT TREATMENT BEGIN END
Smith
Chemotherapy1 ω1
ω2
Smith
Chemotherapy2 ω3
ω4
Smith
Radiation
ω5
ω6

CON
true
true
true

CON ST RAIN T ST ORE :
ω1 ≥ 0, ω2 ≥ 0, ω3 ≥ 0, ω4 ≥ 0, ω5 ≥ 0, ω6 ≥ 0,
ω2 = ω1 + 1, ω4 = ω3 + 1, ω6 = ω5 + 2, ω2 ≤ 91, ω3 ≥ 91, ω4 ≤ 182,
ω3 − ω2 ≥ 60, ω5 − ω4 ≥ 20, ω6 ≤ 213
The above database represents the following information. There are three
scheduled appointments for patient Smith. This is represented by three tuples
in relation APPOINTMENT. Chemotherapy appointments must be scheduled
5

We do not follow strictly the deﬁnition of an L-constraint tuple for reasons of
economy of expression and clarity. These examples can easily be made to conform
with Deﬁnition 1 by introducing u-variables and adding equality constraints in the
local condition of each tuple.
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for a single day. Radiation appointments must be scheduled for two consecutive
days. This information is represented by constraints ω2 = ω1 + 1, ω4 = ω3 + 1,
and ω6 = ω5 + 2. There is also more information about individual appointments.
E.g., the ﬁrst chemotherapy appointment for Smith should take place in the ﬁrst
three months of 1996 (i.e., days 0-91) etc.
The following example shows that truly spatiotemporal information can also
be captured in our scheme. The example has been motivated by the work
of [40,41].
Example 2. Let us consider an object moving on a straight line in Q2 with
motion vector d = (d1 , d2 ) and speed v. Let us also assume that its initial
position at time t0 is (x(t0 ), y(t0 )). The position (x(t), y(t)) of the object at
future time t can be computed using the following equations:
x(t) = x(t0 ) + v(t − t0 )d1 and y(t) = y(t0 ) + v(t − t0 )d2
Let us now consider a concrete example and assume that we have an indeﬁnite LP OLY -constraint database containing information about the moving
object Car1:
OBJECT
ID
CON
Car1 true
INIT POS
ID TIME XCORD YCORD CON
Car1 0
1
1
true
VECTOR
ID XVAL YVAL CON
Car1 2
1
true
SPEED
ID VALUE CON
Car1 ω
true
CON ST RAIN T ST ORE : 40 ≤ ω ≤ 50
F U T U RE P OS(o,t,x0 +v(t−t0 )d1,y0 +v(t−t0 )d2 ) ← OBJECT (o),
IN IT P OS(o, t0 , x0 , y0 ),
V ECT OR(o, d1 , d2 ),
SP EED(o, v).
The only relation with truly indeﬁnite information is SP EED. The speed
of Car1 is not known precisely: all we know is that it is between 40 and 50
miles per time unit. The future position of any object is computed using the
LP OLY -constraint rule which deﬁnes the relation F U T U RE P OS. Later in this
section, we will pose queries to the above database to compute the position of
object Car1 at times other than 0.
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Query Evaluation

In [25,27,31] Koubarakis deﬁned modal relational calculus with L-constraints as
a declarative query language for indeﬁnite L-constraint databases. This modal
calculus is essentially relational calculus with L-constraints plus the modal operator ✸ or ✷ appended in front of relational calculus expressions. Therefore
modal queries can be distinguished between possibility queries and necessity (or
certainty) queries. A model-theoretic semantics for our query language has been
given in [25,27,31]. The query evaluation procedure sketched below gives an
equivalent proof-theoretic semantics.
Example 3. Let us consider the database of Example 1 and the query “Find all
appointments for patients that possibly start at the 92th day of 1996”. This
query can be expressed as follows:6
{ AP P S92(P AT IEN T, T REAT M EN T ), x, y/D :
✸(∃t1 , t2 /Q)(AP P OIN T M EN T (x, y, t1, t2 ) ∧ t1 = 92) }
The answer to this query is the following:
APP S92
PATIENT TREATMENT CON
Smith
Chemotherapy2 true
Smith
Radiation
true
CON ST RAIN T ST ORE : true
Example 4. Let us consider the database of Example 1 and the query “Find
all appointments for patients that should necessarily take place in the ﬁrst six
months of 1996”. This query can be expressed as follows:
{ AP P (P AT IEN T, T REAT M EN T ), x, y/D :
✷(∃t1 , t2 /Q)(AP P OIN T M EN T (x, y, t1, t2 ) ∧ t1 ≥ 0 ∧ t2 ≤ 182) }
The answer to this query is the following:
APP
PATIENT TREATMENT CON
Smith
Chemotherapy1 true
Smith
Chemotherapy2 true
CON ST RAIN T ST ORE : true
Example 5. Consider the database of Example 2 and the query “What are the
possible future positions of object Car1 at time 5”. This query can be expressed
as follows:
{ P OS AT 5(XCORD, Y CORD), x, y/Q : ✸F U T U RE P OS(Car1, 5, x, y) }
The above query has the following answer:
6

D is the data sort.
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XCORD YCORD CON
x
y
401 ≤ x ≤ 501, y = 12 x +
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1
2

CON ST RAIN T ST ORE : true
Because the database does not contain deﬁnite information about the speed of
Car1, a line segment in Q2 is returned as the answer to the query.
In our scheme we can express many of the queries on moving points discussed
in [40,41,16]. We can not express queries involving special functions (e.g., aggregates) since we have not introduced them in our framework. Queries on moving
regions can also be expressed. However as shown in [4,12] spatial regions can
be represented more gracefully in a constraint database model based on nested
relations with one level of nesting. Extending our scheme in this direction is a
topic of current research.
As in the deﬁnite information case [22], query evaluation over indeﬁnite
L-constraint databases can be viewed as quantiﬁer elimination in the theory
T h(ML ) [25,27,31]. Quantiﬁer elimination is always possible in our framework
since T h(ML ) admits quantiﬁer elimination. If q is a possibility query with free
variables x over database DB = (
r , RS, CS(ω)) then query evaluation is equivalent to quantiﬁer elimination from a formula of the form (∃ω/s )(CS(ω) ∧
ψ(x, ω)) where s is a vector of sorts and ψ is a formula of T h(ML ) which depends on q and DB. Similarly, if q is a certainty query with free variables x then
query evaluation is equivalent to quantiﬁer elimination from a formula of the
form (∀ω/s )(CS(ω) ⇒ ψ(x, ω)).
Example 6. Let us consider the query of Example 3 over the database of Example 1. This query can be evaluated by eliminating quantiﬁers from the following
formula:
(∃ω1 , ω2 , ω3 , ω4 , ω5 , ω6 /Q)
((ω1 ≥ 0 ∧ ω2 ≥ 0 ∧ ω3 ≥ 0 ∧ ω4 ≥ 0 ∧ ω5 ≥ 0 ∧ ω6 ≥ 0 ∧
ω2 = ω1 + 1 ∧ ω4 = ω3 + 1 ∧ ω6 = ω5 + 2 ∧ ω2 ≤ 91 ∧ ω3 ≥ 91 ∧
ω4 ≤ 182 ∧ ω3 − ω2 ≥ 60 ∧ ω5 − ω4 ≥ 20 ∧ ω6 ≤ 213) ∧
(∃t1 , t2 /Q)((x = Smith ∧ y = Chemotherapy1 ∧ t1 = ω1 ∧ t2 = ω2 ) ∨
(x = Smith ∧ y = Chemotherapy2 ∧ t1 = ω3 ∧ t2 = ω4 ) ∨
(x = Smith ∧ y = Radiation ∧ t1 = ω5 ∧ t2 = ω6 )) ∧ t1 = 92).
The result of the elimination is
(x = Smith ∧ y = Chemotherapy2) ∨ (x = Smith ∧ y = Radiation)
and it is shown as a relation in Example 3.
Example 7. Let us now consider the query of Example 5 over the database of
Example 2. First of all notice that the instance of relation F U T U RE P OS
derived from the instances of relations OBJECT, IN IT P OS, V ECT OR and
SP EED after applying the given rule contains only the tuple
(Car1, t, 1 + 2ωt, 1 + ωt).
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Therefore our query can be evaluated by eliminating quantiﬁers from the following formula:
(∃ω/Q)(40 ≤ ω ≤ 50 ∧ x = 1 + 10ω ∧ y = 1 + 5ω)
The result of the elimination is
401 ≤ x ≤ 501 ∧ y =

1
1
x+
2
2

and it is shown as a relation in Example 5.

C

Tractable Query Evaluation in Indefinite Constraint
Databases

The complexity of database query evaluation is usually measured using the notion of data complexity introduced in [46,6].7 When we use data complexity, we
measure the complexity of query evaluation as a function of the database size
only; the query and the schema are considered ﬁxed. In our case we also assume
that the size of any integer constant in the database is logarithmic in the size of
the database.8
Assuming the data complexity measure, is it easy or hard to answer a query
over an indeﬁnite constraint database? Not surprisingly, the answer depends
primarily on the type of constraints involved and secondarily on the type of the
database and the query.
In previous research, Koubarakis [26,31] has provided upper bounds for modal
calculus queries over indeﬁnite point constraint databases where point constraints have been restricted to inequalities of the form t1 − t2 ≤ c interpreted
over the rationals or the integers. [45] has done very good work on lower bounds
and PTIME cases for indeﬁnite order databases.
In the Artiﬁcial Intelligence literature, [43] has exhibited a class of indeﬁnite
interval constraint databases and a class of conjunctive possibility queries with
a query answering problem that can be done with PTIME data complexity. [5]
has a very similar result for indeﬁnite point constraint databases where the point
constraints considered are as in [26,31].
In this paper we start with the assumption that we have an arbitrary class of
constraints C with an “easy” satisﬁability problem and variable elimination problem. Under this assumption, we show that there are several classes of databases
and modal queries involving C-constraints, for which query evaluation can be
done with PTIME data complexity.
We will reach tractable cases of query evaluation by restricting the classes of
constraints, databases and queries we allow in our framework. We introduce the
concepts of query type and database type to make these distinctions.
7
8

There is also expression complexity and combined complexity but we will not deal
with them in this paper.
When a database is viewed as a formula in some constraint language, this is equivalent to assuming that any integer constant in a formula φ is assumed to have size
O(log |φ|). This assumption has also been made in [22] and [38].
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Query Types

A query type is a tuple of the following form:
Q(Open/Closed, M odality, P ositiveExistential/SingleRelation, Constraints)
The ﬁrst argument of a query type distinguishes between closed and open
queries. A query is open when it has free variables and it is closed (or yes/no)
when it has no free variables. The argument Modality can be ✸ or ✷ representing
possibility or necessity queries respectively.
The third argument can be P ositiveExistential or SingleRelation. We use
P ositiveExistential to denote that the relational calculus expression in the
query is a positive existential one i.e., it is of the form (∃x/s)φ(x) where φ
involves only the logical symbols ∧ and ∨ .
We use SingleRelation to denote that the query is of the form
u/s1 : OP (∃t/s2 )p(u, t) where u and t are vectors of variables, s1 , s2 are
vectors of sorts, p is a relation name and OP is a modal operator.
The fourth argument Constraints denotes the class of constraints that is
used as query conditions. For example consider a database DB with two binary
relations r and p. The query
: ✷(∃x, y, t, u/Q)((r(x, t) ∨ p(y, u)) ∧ 2t + 3u ≤ 4 ∧ x = u + 1)
belongs to the query class
Q(Closed, ✷, P ositiveExistential, Linear).
C.2

Database Types

We can characterise an indeﬁnite constraint database according to the arity of
its predicates, the class of constraints of its constraint store, and the class of
local conditions in the database:
DB(Arity, LocalCondition, ConstraintStore)
The attribute Arity can have values N -ary and M onadic and gives the arity
of the predicates in the database. The attribute LocalCondition gives the constraint class of the local condition of every tuple in the database. The attribute
ConstraintStore gives the constraint class of the database constraint store.
For instance, a database having:
– N -ary predicates with local condition a conjunction of linear constraints.
– A constraint store which is a set of linear constraints.
can be represented by type DB(N -ary, Linear, Linear).
In one of our results we consider the type of a database which consists of
a single N -ary relation, the constraints in the constraint store belong to some
class C, and all local conditions of tuples consist of a single constraint from
class C. This database type is represented by
SingleRelDB(N -ary, Single-C, C).
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Results

The following deﬁnitions are useful in the rest of this section.
Definition 6. If C is a class of constraints then ∨C is a new class of constraints
deﬁned as follows. A constraint c is in ∨C iﬀ c is a disjunction of negations of
C-constraints.
Definition 7. Let C be a class of constraints. The problem of deciding whether
a given set of constraints from C is satisﬁable will be denoted by SAT (C). The
problem of eliminating an arbitrary number of variables from a given set of
constraints from class C will be denoted by V AR-ELIM (C). If the number of
variables is ﬁxed then the problem will be denoted by F V AR-ELIM (C).
Let us now present our results assuming the data complexity measure. We
ﬁrst consider closed queries. In the rest of this section sorts in query variables
are omitted for brevity. If C is a class of constraints then the members of C will
be referred to as C-constraints.
Lemma 1. Let C be a class of constraints. Evaluating a query of the class
Q(Closed, ✸, P ositiveExistential, C)
over an indeﬁnite constraint database r̃ of the class DB(N -ary, C, C) is equivalent to deciding the consistency of a set of m formulas of the form
CS(ω) ∧ θi (ω), i = 1, . . . , m
where CS and θi are conjunctions of C-constraints, and m is a polynomial in
the size of r̃.
Theorem 1. Let C be a class of constraints such that SAT (C) and
F V AR-ELIM (C) can be solved in PTIME. Let r̃ be an indeﬁnite constraint
database of the class
DB(N -ary, C, C)
and f be a query of the class
Q(Closed, ✸, P ositiveExistential, C)
The problem of deciding whether f (r̃) = yes can be solved with PTIME data
complexity.
Lemma 2. Let E, C be two classes of constraints such that E ⊆ C and ∨E ⊆ C.
Evaluating a query of the class Q(Closed, ✷, P ositiveExistential, E) over an
indeﬁnite constraint database r̃ of the class DB(N -ary, E, C) is equivalent to
deciding the consistency of a formula of the form
CS(ω) ∧ θ1 (ω) ∧ . . . ∧ θm (ω)
where CS is a conjunction of C-constraints, θi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m are C-constraints,
and m is a polynomial in the size of r̃.
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Theorem 2. Let E, C be two classes of constraints such that E ⊆ C, ∨E ⊆ C and
SAT (C) and F V AR-ELIM (E) can be solved in PTIME. Let r̃ be an indeﬁnite
constraint database of the class
DB(N -ary, E, C)
and f be a query of the class
Q(Closed, ✷, P ositiveExistential, E).
The problem of deciding whether f (r̃) = yes can be solved with PTIME data
complexity.
We now turn our attention to tractable query evaluation for open queries.
Lemma 3. Let C be a class of constraints. Evaluating a query of the class
Q(Open, ✸, P ositiveExistential, C)
over an indeﬁnite constraint database r̃ of the class DB(N -ary, C, C) is equivalent to eliminating quantiﬁers from a set of m formulas of the form
(∃ω)(CS(ω) ∧ θi (u, ω)), i = 1, . . . , m
where CS and θi are conjunctions of C-constraints, u is the vector of free variables of the query, and m is a polynomial in the size of r̃.
Theorem 3. Let C be a class of constraints such that V AR-ELIM (C) can be
done in PTIME. Let r̃ be an indeﬁnite constraint database of the class
DB(N -ary, C, C)
and f be a query of the class
Q(Open, ✸, P ositiveExistential, C).
The problem of evaluating f (r̃) can be solved with PTIME data complexity.
Lemma 4. Let C be a class of constraints which is closed under negation. Evaluating a query of the class
Q(Open, ✷, SingleRelation, N one)
over
an
indeﬁnite
constraint
database
r̃
of
the
class
SingleRelDB(N -ary, Single-C, C) is equivalent to eliminating quantiﬁers from
a formula of the form
CS(ω) ∧ θ1 (u, ω) ∧ . . . ∧ θm (u, ω)
where CS is a conjunction of C-constraints, θi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m are C-constraints, u
is the vector of free variables of the query and m is the number of tuples of the
single relation referred in the query.
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Theorem 4. Let C be a class of constraints such that C is closed under negation
and V AR-ELIM (C) can be done in PTIME. Let r̃ be an indeﬁnite constraint
database of the class
SingleRelDB(N -ary, Single-C, C)
and f be a query of the class
Q(Open, ✷, SingleRelation, N one).
The problem of evaluating f (r̃) can be solved with PTIME data complexity.
This section presented some results on tractable query answering problems
for the scheme of indeﬁnite L-constraint databases. Let us now see how these
results are specialized for the model of indeﬁnite LLIN -constraint databases.
The ﬁrst thing that we have to do is ﬁnd subclasses of linear constraints that
have the nice properties assumed by the theorems of this section.

D

The Class of UTVPI= Constraints
6

Linear constraints and their subclasses have been studied in many areas of computer science, and more recently in temporal and spatial reasoning. The following
is an interesting class of linear constraints with good computational properties.
Definition 8 ([29,21]). A Horn disjunctive linear constraint is a disjunction
d1 ∨ ... ∨ dn where each di , i = 1, ..., n is a weak linear inequality or a linear
disequation and the number of inequalities among d1 , ..., dn does not exceed
one.
[21,29] have shown that Horn disjunctive linear constraints subsume many interesting classes of temporal and spatial constraints.
Example 8. The following is a set of Horn disjunctive linear constraints:
3x1 + x5 − 3x4 ≤ 10, x1 + x3 + x5 = 7, 4x1 + x3 = 3 ∨ 5x2 + 3x5 + x4 = 5
3x1 + x5 − 3x4 ≤ 10 ∨ 2x1 + 3x2 − 4x3 = 4 ∨ x1 + x3 + x5 = 7
Theorem 5 ([29,21]). The satisﬁability of a set of Horn disjunctive linear constraints can be decided in PTIME.
Unfortunately we do not have a nice theorem like the above concerning variable elimination for Horn disjunctive linear constraints. In fact, variable elimination cannot be done in PTIME even for sets of linear inequalities. If we have
a set C of linear inequalities, it might not be possible to describe the result of
a variable elimination operation on C by a set of linear inequalities with size
less than exponential in the number of eliminated variables [50]. The following is
a weaker result which considers Horn disjunctive linear constraints and a ﬁxed
number of variables.
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Theorem 6 ([29]). We can eliminate a ﬁxed number of variables from a set of
Horn disjunctive linear constraints in PTIME.
Luckily there are subclasses of linear constraints where variable elimination
can be done in PTIME. Let us consider them in turn.
Definition 9 ([28,30]). A DIFF= constraint is a linear constraint of the form
t1 ∼ c or t1 − t2 ∼ c where t1 , t2 are variables, c is a constant and ∼ is ≤ or =.
The above constraint class extends the class of diﬀerence constraints or DIFF
constraints studied in temporal reasoning [8] by adding disequations of the
form x1 − x2 = c or x1 = c.
Theorem 7 ([28,30]). Let C be a set of DIFF= constraints. The consistency
of C can be decided in O(n3 ) time where n is the number of variables in C. We
can eliminate any number of variables from C in O(dn4 ) time where d is the
number of disequations and n is the number of variables in C.
Can we extend the class of DIFF (resp. DIFF= ) constraints without sacriﬁcing its nice computational properties? The ﬁrst natural extension that comes to
mind is the class of UTVPI (resp. UTVPI= ) constraints.9
Definition 10. A UTVPI constraint is a linear constraint of the form ±x1 ≤ c
or ±x1 ± x2 ≤ c where x1 , x2 are variables and c is a constant. If we also allow
disequations, we have the class of UTVPI= constraints.
Example 9. Below we give some examples of UTVPI= constraints:
−x1 ≤ 12, x1 + x2 ≤ 2, x3 − x2 ≤ 0.5, x3 + x2 = 6
UTVPI= constraints are an interesting subclass of linear constraints for
spatial databases over Q2 . They are more expressive than dense order constraints [23,9,10], and thus they allow more precise approximations of arbitrary
regions of Q2 traditionally approximated by bounding boxes. The disequations
present in this class allowe a limited form of negative information (e.g., they can
be used to remove points and straight lines from polygons).10
The following theorem is the main result of this section. It shows that
UTVPI= constraints can give us more expressive power than DIFF= constraints
without sacriﬁcing none of their nice computational properties.
Theorem 8. Let C be a set of UTVPI= constraints. The consistency of C can
be decided in O(n3 ) time where n is the number of variables in C. We can
eliminate any number of variables from C in O(dn4 ) time where d is the number
of disequations and n is the number of variables in C.
9
10

UTVPI is an acronym for linear inequalities with Unit coeﬃcients and at most Two
Variables Per Inequality.
UTVPI constraints over the integers have also been studied [20,17]. [17] presents a
constraint logic programming system with UTVPI constraints and several applications that would otherwise be solved using ﬁnite domain constraints.
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It is natural now to ask the following question. Can we extend the above
theorem to the class of two-variables-per-inequality or TVPI constraints (i.e.,
linear constraints of the form ax + by ≤ c where x, y are variables and a, b are
rational constants)? TVPI constraints have previously been considered in several
papers including [39,18,9,10]. It is currently an open problem whether variable
elimination for TVPI constraints can be done in PTIME. [9,10] has considered
monotone TVPI constraints (i.e., TVPI constraints of the form x ≤ by + c with
b ≥ 0) and showed that under a condition involving the graph representation
of the constraints, variable elimination can be done in strongly polynomial time
(i.e., where the polynomials do not depend on the coeﬃcient sizes).

E

Tractable Query Answering with Indefinite Information
in Temporal and Spatial Domains

Let us recall that a query type is a tuple of the form
Q(Open/Closed, M odality, P ositiveExistential/SingleRelation, Constraints)
and a database type is a tuple of the form
DB(Arity, LocalCondition, ConstraintStore).
The arguments Constraints or LocalCondition vary over constraint classes.
For the purposes of this section, these classes can be HornDisjLinear, Linear,
LinearEquality, UTVPI= , DIFF (with obvious meaning). We will also encounter
the classes Single-UTVPI= and None. In the former case the local condition in
every tuple of the database consists of a single UTVPI= constraint. In the latter
case we have no constraints (equivalently, all constraints are true).
We will also have the following new classes of temporal and spatial constraints:
– IA. This is the Interval Algebra of Allen [2].
– SIA. This is the subalgebra of IA which includes only interval relations that
can be translated into conjunctions of order constraints x ≤ y or x = y on
the endpoints of intervals [44].
– ORDHorn. This is the subalgebra of IA which includes only interval relations that can be translated into conjunctions of ORD-Horn constraints on
the endpoints of intervals [35]. An ORD-Horn constraint is a disjunction of
weak inequalities of the form x ≤ y and disequations of the form x = y with
the additional constraint that the number of inequalities should not exceed
one [35].
– 2d-IA and 2d-OrdHorn.
2d-IA is a generalization of IA in two dimensions and it is based on the
concept of rectangle in Q2 [15,36,3]. Every rectangle r can be deﬁned by
a 4-tuple (Lrx , Lry , Uxr , Uyr ) that gives the coordinates of the lower left and
upper right corner of r. There are 132 basic relations in 2d-IA describing
all possible conﬁgurations of 2 rectangles in Q2 [36].
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2d-OrdHorn is the subalgebra of 2d-IA which includes only these relations R with the property r1 R r2 ≡ φ(r1 , r2 ) ∧ ψ(r1 , r2 ) where φ is a
conjunction of ORD-Horn constraints on variables Lrx and Uxr , and ψ is a
conjunction of ORD-Horn constraints on variables Lry and Uyr .
– PA and CPA. PA is the Point Algebra of [48]. CPA is the subalgebra of
PA which does not include the relation = [49].
The following theorem uses the results of Sections C and D to identify
tractable query answering problems in indeﬁnite linear constraint databases.
Theorem 9. Evaluation of
1. Q(Closed, ✸, P ositiveExistential, HornDisjLinear) queries over
DB(N -ary, HornDisjLinear, HornDisjLinear) databases,
2. Q(Closed, ✷, P ositiveExistential, LinearEquality) queries over
DB(N -ary, LinearEquality, HornDisjLinear) databases,
3. Q(Open, ✸, P ositiveExistential, UTVPI=) queries over
DB(N -ary, UTVPI= , UTVPI= ) databases and
4. Q(Open, ✷, SingleRelation, N one) queries over
SingleRelDB(N -ary, Single-UTVPI= , UTVPI= ) databases
can be performed in PTIME (using the data complexity measure).
The ﬁrst part of Theorem 9 is a signiﬁcant extension of the PTIME result
of [5] on possibility queries over conjunctions of DIFF constraints.
Theorem 9 does not mention constraints on higher-order objects (e.g., intervals, rectangles) explicitly so one might think that it useful only for onedimensional databases. Luckily this is not true. For example, results for interval
constraint databases can be deduced immediately by taking into account the
subsumption relations between classes of interval and point constraints. For example, the ﬁrst part of Theorem 9 implies that evaluating
Q(Closed, ✸, P ositiveExistential, ORDHorn)
queries over DB(N -ary, N one, ORDHorn) databases can be done with PTIME
data complexity. This is a signiﬁcant extension of the PTIME result of [43] on
possibility queries over conjunctions of SIA constraints.
The ﬁrst part of Theorem 9 also implies that evaluating
Q(Closed, ✸, P ositiveExistential, 2d-ORDHorn)
queries over DB(N -ary, N one, 2d-ORDHorn) databases can be done with
PTIME data complexity. This is an interesting result for spatial databases with
indeﬁnite information over Q2 . This result can be generalized to Qn if one deﬁnes
an appropriate algebra nd-ORDHorn.
Theorem 9 does not constrain the arity of database predicates. The following
is a result by van der Meyden [45] which constrains the database to consist of
monadic predicates only. In this way van der Meyden has discovered a tractable
query answering problem that allows a certainty query to contain order constraints (compare with the second result of Theorem 9).
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Theorem 10. Evaluating Q(Closed, ✷, Conjunctive, CPA) queries over
DB(M onadic, N one, CPA) databases can be done in PTIME (using the data
complexity measure).
If we move to databases with binary predicates, the corresponding query answering problem becomes NP-complete [45].
Unlike [45], we have not proven any lower bound results that show where
the boundary is between tractable and hard query answering problems with
respect to the classes of queries and databases considered. The boundary can
sometimes be identiﬁed easily with respect to the constraint class considered.
For example, when we go from Horn disjunctive constraints to a constraint class
with an intractable consistency checking problem (e.g., IA constraints) then the
ﬁrst tractability result of Theorem 9 is invalidated. In general more research is
necessary for drawing an informative picture of tractable vs. intractable query
answering problems.
We do not deal with expression complexity and combined complexity at all
in this paper. Query anwering problems like the ones considered in Theorems 9
and 10 can be shown to be very hard in the combined complexity measure [45].
[45] has introduced several additional restrictions on queries and databases to
arrive at query answering problems with PTIME combined complexity (but only
the simple case of PA constraints is considered). A similar detailed study of
expression/combined complexity of query answering in our framework is left to
further research.
Finally let us mention the work of [7] who consider tractable temporal reasoning in a framework similar to ours. A detailed comparison of our work with [7]
is not very easy at this stage because the formalism of [7] allows several kinds
of deductive rules that cannot be encoded in our model.
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